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Advances in the Development of Granular Microporous
Injectable Hydrogels with Non-spherical Microgels and
Their Applications in Tissue Regeneration

Haiyan Li,* Keerthi Subramanian Iyer, Lei Bao, Jiali Zhai, and Jiao Jiao Li

Granular microporous hydrogels are emerging as effective biomaterial
scaffolds for tissue engineering due to their improved characteristics
compared to traditional nanoporous hydrogels, which better promote cell
viability, cell migration, cellular/tissue infiltration, and tissue regeneration.
Recent advances have resulted in the development of granular hydrogels
made of non-spherical microgels, which compared to those made of spherical
microgels have higher macroporosity, more stable mechanical properties, and
better ability to guide the alignment and differentiation of cells in anisotropic
tissue. The development of these hydrogels as an emerging research area is
attracting increasing interest in regenerative medicine. This review first
summarizes the fabrication techniques available for non-spherical microgels
with different aspect-ratios. Then, it introduces the development of granular
microporous hydrogels made of non-spherical microgels, their
physicochemical characteristics, and their applications in tissue regeneration.
The limitations and future outlook of research on microporous granular
hydrogels are also critically discussed.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Traditional Hydrogels and Their Limita-
tions

A hydrogel is a 3D network of hydrophilic
polymers that swells in water and holds
a large amount of liquid while maintain-
ing a solid structure. Monolithic hydrogels
are composed of crosslinked hydrophilic
polymers,[1] which have macromolecular
structures comprising covalently bonded
repeated monomer units. Before the poly-
mers are crosslinked, they can interact
with liquid and form “hydrosol” which is
not a solid 3D structure. The process of
crosslinking forms covalently bonded poly-
mer chains, which converts the “hydrosol”
into “solid hydrogel” with entangled poly-
mer chains and an insoluble solid 3D net-
work. During crosslinking, voids form be-
tween entangled polymer chains, which
contribute to forming the porous structure

of hydrogels. Due to the inherent properties of covalent bonds,
the voids between polymer chains are usually in the nanoscale
range (mean pore size ≈5 nm), leading to the formation of tradi-
tional hydrogels with nanoporous structures.[2]

For many years, traditional nanoporous hydrogels have been
used in a wide variety of biomedical applications, including drug
delivery, tissue engineering, wound dressing, and trauma heal-
ing, among others with dramatic increases in market value. Al-
lied Market Research has reported that the global hydrogel mar-
ket was valued at $22.1 billion in 2019, and is projected to reach
$31.4 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 6.7% from 2020
to 2027.[3] Hydrogels have been widely applied as drug deliv-
ery systems, due to their nanoporous structure that is suitable
for encapsulating drugs or bioactive molecules.[4] In addition to
conventional noninjectable hydrogels, injectable hydrogels have
recently attracted more attention in biomedical applications.[5]

These injectable hydrogels can be made to have common hydro-
gel characteristics of biocompatibility, tunable biodegradability
and mechanical properties, permeability to oxygen and nutrients,
and properties mimicking native extracellular matrix (ECM), as
well as having the practical advantages of minimally invasive
delivery and ease of handling and manipulation. For these rea-
sons, they have been extensively studied as tunable biomate-
rial scaffolds or carriers of cells and bioactive molecules for ap-
plications in tissue repair and regeneration.[6] However, when
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injectable hydrogels are used as cell delivery systems, increas-
ing studies have shown that their nanoporous structure cannot
maintain the normal behavior and function of encapsulated cells,
such as cell spreading, migration, proliferation, differentiation,
and cell–cell communication, as the micron-sized cells are much
larger than the nanoscale pores of the hydrogels.[7] Thus, the
nanoporous structure of traditional hydrogels imposes physical
constraints on encapsulated cells, which interferes with hydro-
gel function by inhibiting stem cell proliferation and delaying
new matrix deposition.[7b,c] It has been widely reported that cells
usually present a round morphology and proliferate slowly when
encapsulated in traditional nanoporous hydrogels.[7b,8] In addi-
tion, the encapsulated cells tend to form aggregates and display
significantly impaired differentiation, as well as limited cell-cell
communications, all of which impede normal cell behavior and
function.[8c,9]

More recently, the concept of “in vivo” tissue engineering has
led to the development of cell-free hydrogels for enhancing tissue
regeneration.[10] In vivo tissue engineering promises to break the
bottleneck of traditional tissue engineering technology by only
using cell-free biomaterial scaffolds to recruit in situ host cells
and induce tissue ingrowth into scaffolds to enable tissue regen-
eration, taking advantage of the surrounding microenvironment
as a natural bioreactor.[10,11] As the only and key factor, the en-
gineered biomaterial scaffolds for in vivo tissue engineering re-
quire specific biophysical and biochemical cues to direct endoge-
nous cells to the injury site and modulate the behavior of these
cells. So far, various traditional injectable hydrogels have been
designed to improve healing within a variety of tissue defects, as
discussed in recent review papers.[5b,12] However, increasing evi-
dence suggests that the nanoporous structure of these traditional
hydrogels presents obstacles for the ingrowth of surrounding
cells and tissues, which can weaken the integration of implanted
hydrogels into the host tissue and impede tissue regeneration.[13]

Taken together, although existing injectable hydrogels have fa-
vorable properties as biomaterial scaffolds for in vitro and/or in
vivo tissue engineering, particularly with their biocompatibility,
biodegradability, tunability, and potential for minimally invasive
delivery, they face critical challenges for translation to clinical ap-
plications. On the one hand, when nanoporous injectable hydro-
gels are used as cell delivery systems, the encapsulated cells can-
not maintain normal behavior due to physical constraints and/or
cannot survive for long enough within the hydrogel without ade-
quate diffusion of nutrients and wastes. On the other hand, when
used as cell-free scaffolds, nanoporous hydrogels are not able
to recruit host cells or allow their penetration into the hydrogel
structure due to the limits imposed by nanosized pores.[14] Thus,
it is not feasible to use the current nanoporous injectable hydro-
gels for practical applications in tissue regeneration.

1.2. Microporous Hydrogels

1.2.1. Advantages of Microporous Hydrogels

Recently, microporous hydrogels with pore sizes ranging be-
tween tens to hundreds of microns have emerged as a new
biomaterial strategy to address the limitations imposed by tra-
ditional injectable hydrogels, since they combine the benefits

Table 1. Key differences between nanoporous and microporous hydrogels.

Nanoporous
hydrogel

Microporous
hydrogel

Pore size[15] ≈5 nm >50 μm

Mechanical stability[16] Moderate Enhanced

Cell morphology[17] Round Spread

Cell viability[2,18] Limited High

Cell migration[2,19] Limited High

Cell proliferation[17] Low High

Cell differentiation[1a] Impaired Normal

Cell and tissue infiltration[14c,16b,18,19,20] Limited Enhanced

of traditional 3D microporous pre-formed scaffolds and tradi-
tional injectable nanoporous hydrogels. With their microscale
pores, microporous hydrogels have unique advantages com-
pared to nanoporous hydrogels, with key differences listed in
Table 1. When used as cell-delivery vehicles for in vitro tissue
engineering, microporous hydrogels do not impose physical re-
straints on encapsulated cells and facilitate efficient diffusion of
nutrients/wastes, leading to normal cell morphology, high cell
viability, and normal cell differentiation. When used as cell-free
scaffolds for in vivo tissue engineering, their microscale pores
can enhance the infiltration of recruited endogenous cells and
ingrowth of blood vessels, leading to improved tissue regener-
ation. In addition, microporous hydrogels have a more tunable
internal structure and controllable biodegradability compared to
nanoporous hydrogels.

1.2.2. Strategies for Developing Microporous Hydrogels

Although different strategies exist for fabricating microporous
hydrogels, it is still challenging to obtain injectable microporous
hydrogels. Two main strategies have been reported to create a mi-
croporous structure of injectable hydrogels for enhancing the in-
filtration of cells and tissue: 1) accelerating degradation of the im-
planted hydrogels in vivo; 2) fabricating microporous injectable
hydrogels in vitro before implantation. The basic principle, ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each strategy are listed in Table 2.
Accelerating the hydrogel degradation and applying a lightly
crosslinked hydrogel can create space after hydrogel implanta-
tion to benefit the infiltration of cells and tissue, but this strategy
still faces some major challenges.[21] Recently, injectable hydro-
gels with microscale pores have been developed to address exist-
ing challenges, among which microgel assembly methods have
attracted increasing attention.[7b,17,20,22] Some interesting exam-
ples include a novel “triggered micropore-forming” bioprinting
method developed by Li and Mongeau’s group in 2020, which was
used to print microporous viscoelastic hydrogels.[23] The printing
mechanism was based on stimuli-triggered microphase separa-
tion to form interconnected cell-sized pores. This method could
provide fine control over the structure, pore size, porosity, vis-
coelasticity, and mechanical properties of the printed hydrogels.
The hydrogels showed microporous structure, as well as high per-
meability and toughness which not only enabled the proliferation
and migration of encapsulated cells but also the regeneration of
mechanically dynamic tissues.
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Table 2. An overview of methods utilized for fabricating injectable microporous hydrogels.

Fabrication Strategy Basic principle Advantages Disadvantages

Adjust the degradation of
hydrogels[21a-h]

Chemically modify the materials used
for making hydrogels to accelerate
their degradation in vivo

-No advanced fabrication methods needed
-Clear degradation mechanism
-Cost-effective

-Uncertain degradation rate in vivo
-Uncertain porous structure
-Uncertain cytotoxicity of the modified

materials

Microgel assembly[15a,16b,17,19b,20,24] Produce microgels with different
methods and assembly the
microgels into a 3D bulk hydrogel

-Tunable mechanical and physical
properties

-Can predict the porous structure
-No additional chemicals involved
-No change to the materials

-Advanced fabrication techniques
needed

-Can be costly

1.2.3. Accelerating Hydrogel Degradation

Initial approaches to developing microporous hydrogels con-
sisted of accelerating the in vivo degradation of injectable
hydrogels to create large voids in the hydrogel as early as
possible following implantation, to facilitate the infiltration
of endogenous cells and tissue.[21a,f,g] For example, oxidizing
sodium alginate (SA) can accelerate the degradation of SA hydro-
gel by promoting hydrolysis, whereby the oxidized SA exhibits
a faster degradation rate and contains more reactive groups
compared to native SA.[21f,g] Additionally, enzymatically degrad-
able hydrogels have recently been developed by crosslinking
the material with a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) sensitive
peptide crosslinker which can be specifically cleaved by cells.
After implantation, the endogenous MMP secreted by cells
can react with the peptide crosslinkers to accelerate hydrogel
degradation, resulting in large pores within the hydrogels.[21b,h,i]

Although the strategy of accelerating hydrogel degradation in
vivo shows promise, its application is limited in several aspects.
First, chemical modifications made to native hydrogel materials
introduce extra chemical groups, which may alter the biocompati-
bility of the hydrogel. For example, the oxidation process of SA in-
troduces aldehyde groups, posing a potential risk to the biocom-
patibility of SA. Second, it is difficult to monitor and control the
process by which the microporous structure of implanted hydro-
gels forms in vivo from degradation, which prevents the specific
design of hydrogel features based on in vivo results. For example,
a study on enzymatically degradable SA hydrogels found only a
slight improvement in tissue infiltration in the modified hydro-
gel (16.3%) compared to the control (12.7%).[21b] Thus, despite
the potential benefits of this strategy in accelerating degradation
to create space within the hydrogel following in vivo implanta-
tion, significant challenges still need to be addressed.

1.2.4. Microgel Assembly

Recently, microgel assembly has emerged as a new strategy to
obtain microporous injectable hydrogels, tackling the abovemen-
tioned challenges of chemical modification to increase hydrogel
degradation.[16c,18,20,25] Using this method, various hydrogel ma-
terials can be used in their native form without additional mod-
ification, and the structure of resulting microporous injectable
hydrogels can be characterized in vitro, and hydrogel properties
can be further adjusted if necessary, according to the results of in

Figure 1. Schematic representation of bottom-up tissue engineering ap-
proach with microgels. A) Microgels. B) Cells. C) Micro-wells for culturing
cells on microgels. D) Cells are cultured on the microgels. E,F) Cell prolif-
erate and differentiate when they are cultured on the microgels in vitro. Cell
fate can be affected by the properties of the microgels. G) Cell/microgel
aggregates can be further cultured into larger-sized tissue constructs in
vitro. H) Different tissue constructs can be combined to form controlled
complex tissues. I) The mixed suspension of cells and microgels can also
be directly injected into a defect site for in vivo tissue engineering. Repro-
duced with permission.[25a] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

vitro experiments. The microgel assembly method includes two
steps as shown in Figure 1: microgel production and microgel as-
sembly. First, microgels are produced using various techniques
(details will be discussed later), which are injected into tissue de-
fects and become freely stacked in the defect area. Then, a second
crosslinking step is introduced to assemble the freely stacked mi-
crogels into a bulk hydrogel. During this assembly process, the
freely stacked microgels are fixed in position within the hydro-
gel and leave voids between them, since there is no extra force
present to induce close arrangement of the microgels.

The voids that form during microgel assembly are usually in
the microscale range, although the size of voids can be easily ad-
justed by tuning the size and density of the microgels. These
voids provide sufficient space for cell spreading, proliferation,
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Table 3. Key difference between microporous hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels and those obtained from spherical microgels.

Hydrogel type Pore shape Pore size
[μm]

Porosity [%] Anisotropic
cues

Mechanical
flexibility

Cell behavior Tissue regeneration

Microporous hydrogels
comprising non-spherical
microgels[7b,17,24c,25c]

Irregular with
different
shapes

20–300 High (≈90) High High High cell viability, spread,
proliferation, migration,
alignment, and cell-cell
interactions

High ECM synthesis and
mechanical strength of
regenerated tissue

Microporous hydrogels
comprising spherical
microgels[8b,19b]

Round 20–50 Low
(30–50%)

No Low Relative low cell viability,
proliferation, migration,
alignment, and cell-cell
interactions

Relative low ECM synthesis
and mechanical strength
of regenerated tissue

mass transport, and tissue ingrowth. Compared to nanoporous
injectable hydrogels, microporous hydrogels have been shown to
improve the infiltration of cells and tissues and enhance cell via-
bility and proliferation in vitro and in vivo.[15a,18,20,26]

1.3. Microporous Hydrogels Fabricated with Spherical or
Non-spherical Microgels

Microgel is a key factor in the fabrication of microporous
hydrogels. As described above, the voids that form between
microgels during assembly create space for cell and tissue
infiltration.[25a] Accordingly, the size and shape of voids are de-
termined by the features of the microgels, including microgel
size, shape, particle-to-volume fraction, and stiffness.[15b,25a,27]

Microgel properties have been shown to significantly influence
the properties of the resulting bulk microporous hydrogels,
and subsequently affect cell behavior and the outcomes of tis-
sue regeneration.[7b,15b,24c,27,28] Initially, microgels with a perfectly
spherical shape were developed using existing techniques, which
have been discussed in excellent review papers.[15b,25b] Recently,
microgels with different shapes have been developed, including
spherical microgels, microparticulate gels, microrod gels, mi-
croribbon gels, and microfiber gels, among others, and are cat-
egorized according to their aspect-ratio (ratio of the gel’s longest
dimension to shortest dimension). The aspect-ratio of spheri-
cal microgels is about 1, while low-aspect-ratio microgels have
an aspect ratio of 1–5 and high-aspect-ratio microgels are >5.[17]

Table 3 summarizes the key differences between microporous hy-
drogels comprising non-spherical microgels and those obtained
from spherical microgels.

Compared to microporous hydrogels made from spherical or
low-aspect-ratio microgels, those made from high-aspect-ratio
microgels have pore size and porosity that can better enhance
cell viability, proliferation, and migration.[7b,17] Thus, the hydro-
gels made of high-aspect-ratio microgels may also better direct
the alignment and differentiation of cells to increase the forma-
tion of new tissue and provide more stable mechanical proper-
ties. For example, Suturin et al. reported that the pore structure
of microporous annealing particle (MAP) hydrogels can be en-
hanced by increasing the microgel aspect ratio. In MAP hydro-
gels, the mean pore size can increase from 39 to 82 μm and the
porosity can significantly increase from 65 to 90% compared to
hydrogels made from spherical or lower aspect-ratio rod-shaped
microgels.[7b] These high-aspect-ratio microporous hydrogels can

provide large empty spaces to improve cell ingrowth and cell–cell
interactions.

Increasing studies have shown that the close-packed lattice of
microporous hydrogels with spherical microgels limits interac-
tions between individual microgels and precludes any anisotropy
within the bulk hydrogel. Consequently, these hydrogels cannot
provide important guidance cues to align cells of anisotropic tis-
sues whose properties vary in three dimensions, such as mus-
cle and tendon.[16c,24c,25c] For example, muscles comprise mus-
cle fibers that are parallel to the long axis, and tendons also have
collagen fibers that are longitudinally arranged in a hierarchical
manner. In the majority of tissues in the human body, their orga-
nization and matrix pores are not symmetrical or spheroidal, but
rather irregular with high aspect-ratio structures.[29] The prob-
lem of mimicking or repairing these anisotropic tissues can be
addressed using microporous hydrogels made of high aspect-
ratio microgels, which allow the formation of anisotropic struc-
tures within the bulk hydrogel to guide cell alignment and dif-
ferentiation. It has been reported that a microporous hydrogel
made of aligned high-aspect-ratio microribbons induced high vi-
ability, rapid adhesion, and alignment of smooth muscle cells,
as well as supported the retention of smooth muscle contrac-
tile phenotype and accelerated uniaxial deposition of new matrix
along the microribbons.[24c] Another important feature of micro-
porous hydrogels comprising high-aspect-ratio microgels is the
significantly boosted flexibility and mechanical stability due to
their spring-mimic structure. For instance, microporous hydro-
gels made of aligned high-aspect-ratio microribbons could sus-
tain up to 90% strain and 3 MPa stress without failing, which en-
hanced the proliferation of human adipose-derived stromal cells
by up to 30-fold within 3 weeks of culture.[24a] In another study,
microporous hydrogels with high-aspect-ratio microgels signif-
icantly increased the total amount of neocartilage produced by
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in vitro.[15a] Because of their
advantageous features, microporous hydrogels comprising non-
spherical particularly high-aspect-ratio microgels have emerged
as an area of heightened interest, which will be the focus of this
review with a concentration on technologies for producing non-
spherical microgels and current applications of the resulting mi-
croporous hydrogels (Scheme 1).

Several papers have reviewed microgels, microgel-based gran-
ular hydrogels, and their biomedical applications.[14b,28a,30] For
example, a recent review in 2022 discussed the microgel assem-
bly method for fabricating microporous hydrogels,[14b] with a pri-
mary focus on the fabrication and characteristics of microporous
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Scheme 1. Microporous granular hydrogels: their assembly non-spherical microgels, structure, properties, and applications.

granular hydrogels based on various types of microgels. How-
ever, the fabrication techniques of microgels, especially high-
aspect-ratio microgels developed using new techniques such as
microribbons, microfibers, and microrods have not yet been re-
viewed in detail. Despite limited reports, these microgel designs
deserve more attention due to their attractive properties in en-
abling anisotropic tissue regeneration.[7b]

Filling the gap from existing reviews, the first part of this
paper focuses on the techniques for fabricating non-spherical
microgels, such as microrod, microribbon, microstrand, and
microfiber gels. Then, we introduce the types of microporous
hydrogels fabricated by assembling various non-spherical micro-
gels, specifically discussing their physiochemical properties and
guidance effects on cell behavior. Finally, we survey recent appli-
cations of these microporous hydrogels in different tissue regen-
eration applications. The content of this review is summarized in
the Scheme. This review deliberates the current state-of-the-art
on microporous injectable hydrogels made of nonspherical
microgels, mostly focusing on experimental studies published
in the last 5 years and giving a comprehensive account of the
limited literature currently available on this topic, separated into
the fabrication, properties, and application aspects.

2. Techniques for Fabricating Non-spherical
Microgels

Spherical microgels were the first type of microgels developed to
form microporous hydrogels based on microgel assembly, which
have been widely used for the delivery of cells and drugs in

biomedical applications. Various techniques have been used to
produce spherical microgels, including emulsion, microfluidic-
based methods, electrohydrodynamic spraying, stereolithogra-
phy, mechanical fragment method, wet spinning, and their
combinations.[16a,18,20,24c,25b,c,26a,31] Techniques including batch
emulsion, microfluidics, and electrohydrodynamic spraying have
recently become well-established, creating spherical microgels
with high monodisperse features.[15b,16b,25c,26a,31a,e,32] The princi-
ple, advantages, and limitations of these three technologies for
producing spherical microgels have been introduced in three ex-
cellent review papers by Liu et al., Daly et al., and Kamperman
et al., respectively.[25b,31a,c] A major issue of existing techniques
for fabricating spherical microgels is poor scalability, since they
usually involve oils and chemical additives, and/or are restricted
to polymer solutions with low viscosity.[25b]

The well-established microfluidic-based methods, stere-
olithography, and mechanical fragment method have been
adapted to produce non-spherical microgels with low-aspect-
ratio, such as microparticulate gels and microrod gels.[21a,31e,33]

To meet the demand of producing non-spherical microgels
with high-aspect-ratio, the wet spinning technique has attracted
increasing attention and has been used to fabricate new mor-
phologies such as microfibers and microribbons.[15a,16a,c,20,24a,c,34]

In addition, the mechanical fragment method has been adapted
to segment nanoporous hydrogels into microstrands gels.[25c]

In this part, we will first introduce the techniques for fabricat-
ing non-spherical microgels with low-aspect-ratio, followed by
methods for producing microgels with high-aspect-ratio and the
properties of the microgels.
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Figure 2. Microfluidic-based techniques for producing non-spherical microgels. I) Microfluidic flow-focusing device. II) Optical microscopy images of
microgels obtained with the MFFD method. I,II) Reproduced with permission.[33a] Copyright 2005, Wiley-VCH GmbH. III) A parallel droplet generator
on a two-layer elastomer device. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC-BY license.[16b] Copyright 2018, The Authors, published by
Springer Nature. IV) A novel parallelized step emulsification device to provide high throughput microgel generation. Reproduced with permission.[26b]

Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

2.1. Techniques for Fabricating Nonspherical Microgels with
Low-Aspect-Ratio

2.1.1. Microfluidic-Based Techniques

Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism of microfluidic-based tech-
niques for fabricating non-spherical microgels. Xu et al. were
the first to propose a general microfluidic technique to obtain
microparticles with different shapes, through the use of a mi-
crofluidic flow-focusing device (MFFD) that can produce both
spherical and non-spherical microgels[33a] (Figure 2I). Briefly, two
immiscible liquids with one being the continuous phase and the
other being the disperse phase are forced into a narrow orifice,
where the inner disperse phase liquid breaks due to water-in-
oil or oil-in-water emulsification. During this process, monodis-
perse droplets form and are dispensed into the outlet channel
where the droplets are crosslinked or solidified. The final shape
of microgels is determined by the volume of the droplet con-
trolled by the flow rate of the continuous and disperse phases,
and the cross-sectional area of the outlet microchannel. If spher-
ical microgels or microparticles are desired, the diameter of the
spherical droplets given by dS = (6 V/𝜋)1/3 should be smaller than
the height and width of the microchannel. If the diameter of the
spherical droplets is larger than any dimension of the outlet mi-
crochannel, non-spherical microgels or microparticles can be ob-
tained, such as those in the shape of a disk, ellipsoid, or rod,
as shown in Figure 2II.[33a] To ensure sufficient polymerization,
droplets are crosslinked in elongated channels to allow longer

duration of exposure of the droplets to the crosslinking media.
Headen et al. used a MFFD to produce 4-arm PEG maleimide
(PEG-4MAL)-based droplets, and subsequently crosslinked the
droplets with small molecule dithiothreitol to produce cell- and
cell aggregate-laden synthetic PEG-4MAL-based microgels.[31e]

To tackle the limits of low throughput and poor scalability
of standard flow-focusing microfluidic techniques used to pro-
duce monodisperse microgels, several parallelized flow-focusing
devices have been developed. For example, Headen et al. de-
signed a parallel droplet generator on a two-layer elastomer de-
vice (Figure 2III), which has 600% increased throughput com-
pared to single-nozzle devices.[16b] Briefly, on the lower layer of
the device, there are six channels for macromer precursor (and
optionally cells) to flow through and another six channels for oil
to flow through. Droplets are created and emulsified in oil when
the macromer precursor and the oil meet and co-flow through
a flow-focusing geometry. Then, the droplets generated in all six
flow-focusing nozzles are carried up to the six merging points
of the top layer of the device to be crosslinked, by the flow of
crosslinker through 12 channels to the merging points. Follow-
ing this, the crosslinked microgels flow from the six meeting
points, through 12 channels and are collected in one pool before
they exit the device at a single outlet. Microgels produced on par-
allel nozzles are equivalent to those produced on single nozzles
with substantially the same polydispersity, and cell-laden micro-
gels can also be produced with this method. Additionally, Jeong
et al. developed a 3D monolithic elastomer device (3D MED) for
mass production of monodisperse emulsion droplets.[35] Briefly,
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Figure 3. Nonmicrofluidic-based fabrication methods of non-spherical microgels. I) Lithographic methods, including imprint lithography, photolithog-
raphy, and flow lithography. II) Mechanical fragment method for producing microstrand gels. I,II) Reproduced with permission.[25b] Copyright 2019,
Springer Nature. III) Mechanical fragment method for producing microparticulate gels. Reproduced with permission.[18] Copyright, 2021 Wiley-VCH
GmbH.

3D microchannels are double-sided imprinted in a single elas-
tomer piece that has 1000 parallel flow-focusing generators to
enable the parallelization of droplet production. With this 3D
MED, droplet generation can be achieved at a rate of ≥1000 mL
h−1 with 1000 flow-focusing generators on a 6 × 5 cm2 device
with only one set of inlets and outlets. Based on this design idea,
Mealy et al. developed a novel parallelized step emulsification de-
vice to provide high throughput microgel generation, as shown in
Figure 2IV.[26b] Briefly, hundreds of identical channels in the de-
vice intersect at a taller reservoir channel containing an oil phase.
When the aqueous phase flows through the channels to the reser-
voir channel, macromer droplets containing a crosslinker are
formed due to the sudden expansion in channel height at the
end of each channel. Then, the droplets can be collected and
cured off the chip. This approach can consistently produce mi-
crogels for over 12 h in a high-throughput manner, demonstrat-
ing one to two orders of magnitude higher production rate than
microgels formed using standard and parallelized flow-focusing
devices used for similar applications.

In addition, a microfluidic spinning method based on the stan-
dard microfluidic technique was developed by Cheng et al. for
producing multifunctional hydrogel microfibers with or without
loading of cells.[36] In this method, several injection capillaries
are coaxially aligned within a collection capillary. In each injec-
tion capillary, a tapered multi-barrel capillary is inserted with
several single-barrel capillaries. Then, the hydrogel precursor so-
lution is infused into the injection capillaries while the crosslink-
ing solution is pumped along the same direction into the collec-
tion capillary. With this design, a 3D coaxial sheath flow stream
forms around the flow of the precursor solution because of hy-
drodynamic focusing effects. Crosslinking occurs when the two
flows meet at the merging point, allowing hydrogel microfibers
to be generated in situ. If the precursor solution can flow at a
low Reynolds number to form a laminar flow in the microfluidic
channels, enabling crosslinking to occur by slow diffusion, the
heterogeneous structures and active distributions in the injection
flows can be maintained in the obtained hydrogel microfibers.

Thus, the morphology and structure of the microfiber gels can
be tightly controlled by the configuration of the injection capil-
laries.

2.1.2. Stereolithography Techniques

Stereolithography methods, including imprint lithography, pho-
tolithography, and flow lithography, have been used as alterna-
tive techniques to prepare non-spherical microgels.[25b,33b] These
methods use templated molds and photomasks to control mi-
crogel geometry. For imprint lithography, a hydrogel precur-
sor solution is loaded into a templated mold with the nega-
tive features of the desired microgels, and the solution is then
crosslinked and cured within the mold to obtain microgels with
certain features (Figure 3I-left). Similarly, a templated photomask
can be used to cover a hydrogel precursor solution when pho-
tocrosslinking is applied. Thus, the area not covered by the pho-
tomask is crosslinked into microgels while the covered area is
not crosslinked. Microgels are collected after removing the non-
crosslinked hydrogel precursor (Figure 3I-middle). As imprint
lithography and photolithography can only produce microgels in
batches, flow lithography has been developed to increase yield
through continuous production of microgels.[25b] As shown in
Figure 3I-right, a hydrogel precursor solution flows through a
channel where photomasks are used to cure regions of the pre-
cursor solution at regular intervals to form microgels. The ge-
ometry of the microgels produced by photolithography and flow
lithography is determined by the photomask used to cure the hy-
drogel precursor solution.

2.1.3. Mechanical Fragment Method

Mechanical fragment method, as the name suggests, uses me-
chanical force to deconstruct bulk nanoporous hydrogels into hy-
drogel microparticles (HMPs) through a sieve or a grid, as shown
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Figure 4. Wet spinning technique for producing non-spherical microgels with high-aspect ratio. I) The schematic illustration of using wet spinning
technique to produce microfiber gels. II) Wet spinning was used to fabricate gelatin microribbon gels. Reproduced with permission.[24a] Copyright,
2013 Wiley-VCH. III) A modified wet spinning technique was used to fabricate aligned gelatin microribbons. Reproduced with permission.[24c] Copyright
2016, Wiley-VCH GmbH. IV) A modified wet spinning technique was used to produce SA/MeHA microfiber gels for fabricating microporous hydrogels.
Reproduced with permission.[20] Copyright, 2022, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

in Figure 3II. For example, our previous study used a steel sieve
to mechanically extrude bulk hydrogel into microparticulate gels
with irregular shape (Figure 3III).[18] In this study, methacry-
lated hyaluronic acid (MeHA) and 3-aminophenylboronic acid-
modified sodium alginate (SABA) nanoporous hydrogels were
prepared by exposing the mixture of MeHA, SABA, and bioglass
(BG) water suspension to UV light at 365 nm for 30 s. Then,
the nanoporous MeHA-SABA bulk hydrogels were squeezed
through steel meshes to obtain the MeHA-SABA microgels. The
black arrow in the lower-left image of Figure 3III shows the grid
inserted in the syringe, and the area marked with dotted lines in
the low-right image of Figure 3III is microparticulate gels.

2.2. Techniques for Fabricating Non-spherical Microgels with
High Aspect-Ratio

2.2.1. Wet Spinning Technique

Wet spinning is used to produce fibers in industry by extruding
a polymer solution through a spinneret into a nonsolvent mix-
ture (coagulant),[37] as illustrated in Figure 4I. This method can
be used to produce microfiber gels. Briefly, a hydrogel precur-
sor solution is prepared by dissolving hydrogel raw materials in
a certain solvent. Then, the precursor solution is loaded into a
syringe and extruded by a pump through a needle attached to
the syringe, into a solution bath containing crosslinkers to the
hydrogel precursor. The crosslinking of hydrogel precursor solu-
tion results in the formation of hydrogel microfibers. Two strate-

gies have been used to place the needle: one places the needle tip
in the crosslinking bath solution, while another places the needle
tip over the surface of the crosslinking bath solution. In wet spin-
ning, the size and morphology of resulting microfiber gels are
significantly affected by the flow rate and inherent properties of
the hydrogel precursor solution, as well as the needle gauge size
and concentration of crosslinkers. Optimization of these param-
eters can effectively prevent needle blockage during injection.
Moreover, when non-spherical microgels are used as bio-ink to
3D print macroporous hydrogels, they do not cause blockage due
to their shear-thinning rheological properties.

Wet spinning is shown to be a simple, convenient, and con-
trollable method for producing high-aspect-ratio microfiber gels,
since it requires no specific equipment or experiment condi-
tions, and the geometry of the microfiber gels can be well
controlled.[15a,16a,c,20,24a,c,38] Han et al. were the first to establish
a wet spinning strategy in 2013 to fabricate microribbon-like mi-
crogels, as shown in Figure 4II.[24a] In this study, type-A gelatin
microribbons were prepared by ejecting gelatin/dimethyl sulfox-
ide solution using a pump at room temperature into a tank of
anhydrous ethanol (EtOH) (Figure 3II-A). The stream of gelatin
was dried in the ethanol into a cluster of microfibers which
were further dried in acetone to obtain the gelatin microrib-
bons (Figure 3II-B). To fabricate microporous hydrogels, these
as-formed gelatin microribbons were further treated. The post-
treatment included microribbon dissociation and washing with
ethanol (Figure 4II-C), methacrylation with methacrylic anhy-
dride, fixation with 0.1% glutaraldehyde, washing with deion-
ized (DI) water, and neutralization with L-lysine hydrochloride
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in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Figure 4II-D). Then, the
post-treated gelatin microribbons were UV crosslinked to form
microporous hydrogels (Figure 4II-E). However, this fabrication
method is complicated as the microgels needed to be post-treated
before they can be used to form bulk hydrogels, and the post-
treatments involved several chemicals. Although several wash
steps were used to remove the remaining chemicals, there are
still concerns about the biocompatibility of the as obtained micro-
gels. In 2016, Lee et al. in the same group used a similar method
to fabricate aligned gelatin-based microribbons (μRBs) by adding
a rotating magnet-containing U-shaped collector (750 rpm) in the
bottom of the ethanol bath to induce alignment of the as-formed
microfibers, as shown in Figure 4III-A.[24c] The as-formed mi-
crofibers were then transferred into acetone and flattened into
μRB. Internal crosslinking between μRBs was performed us-
ing aldehyde to maintain the μRB shape. The collected μRBs
were used to culture smooth muscle cells (SMCs), as shown in
Figure 4III-B, and the width of the aligned μRBs was tunable by
varying the ejection rate of gelatin solution during the wet spin-
ning process (Figure 4III-C,D).

Recently, our group established an improved strategy
for producing microfiber gels using wet spinning technol-
ogy without needing any post-treatments of the microfiber
gels.[20] As shown in Figure 4IV-A, we used wet spinning to
eject a composite material solution containing SA, MeHA
macromolecules, and the photoinitiator lithium phenyl-2,4,6-
Trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) into a calcium chloride
(CaCl2) coagulation bath. After the ejected hydrogel precursor
fibers arrived in the coagulation bath, the SA macromolecules
within the composite precursor fibers were crosslinked im-
mediately, giving rise to partially crosslinked microfiber gels.
These microfiber gels were collected, dried by swiping their
surface using tissue, and free-stacked in a mold. As the MeHA
macromolecules in the partially crosslinked microfiber gels
can be further crosslinked in the presence of the photoinitiator
LAP and UV light, these as-obtained microfiber gels can be
directly used to fabricate microporous gels without needing any
post-treatment. This method has distinct advantages compared
to existing techniques. First, it has broad application potential
due to compatibility with any binary material system, where the
two different materials can be crosslinked by different methods
and no further chemicals need to be used in the fabrication pro-
cess. Second, this method allows the encapsulation of bioactive
substances within the microfiber gels from the beginning, since
no post-treatments involving chemicals are required for the
as-obtained microfiber gels. Bioactive substances such as growth
factors and extracellular vesicles can be easily encapsulated
within the fiber by adding them into the starting composite
solution. Figure 4IV-B shows the formation of microfiber gels
in the CaCl2 coagulation bath Figure 4IV-B-a, the yarn of the mi-
crofiber gels Figure 4IV-B-b, and the molding of the microfiber
gels into differently shaped hydrogels through UV exposure
Figure 4IV-B-c,d.

2.2.2. Mechanical Fragment Method

Although the mechanical fragment method has been mainly
used to produce non-spherical microgels with low-aspect-ratio,

such as microparticulate gels, Kessel et al. recently used it to
produce microstrand gels.[25c] As shown in Figure 5I, a bulk
nanoporous hydrogel was pressed through a grid with micron-
sized apertures to form individual entangled microstrands. This
method has the advantages of being fast, widely applicable, and
scalable, while not requiring specialized equipment. The study
demonstrated that the entangled microstrands conferred the
characteristics of cell-supporting scaffolds, featuring an intercon-
nected porous network formed from the void spaces between
strands and long-term stability in an aqueous solution. The mi-
crostrands can also be used for fabricating microporous hydro-
gels with molding and secondary crosslinking. In addition, they
have great application potential as bioinks in 3D bioprinting due
to their suitable rheological properties, as well as the ability to
align the microstrands during extrusion printing (Figure 5II).
Moreover, the printed hydrogel constructs have high fidelity and
stable mechanical properties due to the entangled microstrands.
The study also showed that cells can be incorporated within the
microporous hydrogels through one of two ways, either by inclu-
sion in the bulk gel before deconstruction with the grid or by addi-
tion to the entangled microstrands during printing (Figure 5III).
Both methods can maintain high viability of the incorporated
cells. However, compared to the wet spinning technique, the me-
chanical fragment method cannot produce the microstrands in a
continuous manner, and a bulk hydrogel needs to be fabricated
first. In addition, most of the properties of the microstrands are
determined by the properties of the starting nanoporous hydro-
gels and cannot be easily adjusted.

2.3. Features of Different Techniques for Fabricating
Non-spherical Microgels

Techniques used to produce non-spherical microgels have differ-
ent features, which can be selected according to the availability of
lab equipment, the properties of raw materials, and the applica-
tions of the microgels. The key performance metrics of different
techniques for fabricating non-spherical microgels are listed in
Table 4. Microfluidic and lithography techniques need specific
equipment and microfabrication technologies, while mechanical
fragment and wet spinning techniques are simple and do not re-
quire advanced equipment and technologies. Both microfluidic
and wet spinning techniques can continuously produce micro-
gels while the mechanical fragment methods can only produce
microgels in a batch-to-batch manner. Among lithographic meth-
ods, imprint lithography and photolithography can only produce
microgels batch-to-batch while flow lithography can produce mi-
crogels in a continuous mode.

The microfluidic, lithography, and wet spinning techniques
have advantages in controlling the geometry of microgels and
producing monodisperse microgels over the mechanical frag-
ment method. The geometry of the microchannels on the chip
used in the microfluidic technique can control the final geom-
etry of the microgels. The polydispersity of polymerized micro-
gels or particles can reach 1.5, which is similar to that of spher-
ical microgels produced by microfluidic emulsion technology.
The microgels with disk shape can have diameter distribution
in the range of 102–106 μm, while microrods can have length
distribution in the range of 820–860 μm.[33a] Meanwhile, the
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Figure 5. I) Bulk hydrogel is mechanically extruded through a grid to deconstruct it into microstrands. II) The microstrands are moldable, stable in
aqueous solutions, porous, printable and can be aligned by extrusion. III) A bioink can be created based on these microstrands. Reproduced under the
terms of the Creative Commons CC-BY license.[25c] Copyright 2020, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH.

geometrical features of the masks or molds used in lithography
technologies can precisely control the geometry and monodis-
persity of the resulting microgels.[30a,33b] More importantly, the
molds and masks used in lithography and the microchan-
nels used in microfluidic techniques allow easy adjustment of
nanoscale features, enabling the generation of microgels with tai-
lored internal and external architectures that cannot be achieved
with other fabrication methods.[39] Different from microfluidic
and lithography techniques, wet spinning tightly controls the ge-
ometry of microgels by adjusting the processing and material
parameters, such as flow rate, needle size, concentration of hy-
drogel precursor solution, and concentration of crosslinkers.[40]

The shape of the wet-spun microgel is usually microfibers with
a round cross-section. By post-treating the obtained microfibers,
such as through drying, microribbons with a flat cross-section
can be obtained.[15a,16c,24a] The geometry of microgels produced
by the mechanical fragment method is determined by the pores
of the tools used to break the bulk nanoporous hydrogels, which
may be in the shape of microparticulates and microstrands.[18,25c]

Regarding the application limits of each technique, low-
viscosity hydrogel precursor solutions and oil are necessary for
producing non-spherical microgels using the microfluidic tech-
nique, while no oil or surfactants are required for lithography. A
proper crosslinker to the hydrogel precursor solution is required
for producing microgels with wet spinning. In addition, the vis-
cosity of the hydrogel precursor solution should be compatible

with the flow rate of the perfusion pump and the gauge size of
the needles used for producing microgels. A high flow rate of
the hydrogel solution is usually used in wet spinning since this
can result in smaller diameter of the microfiber gels. For exam-
ple, when the needle tip is placed under the surface of a calcium
chloride coagulation bath solution, to form SA microfibers with
diameter smaller than 500 μm, the minimum flow rate of the SA
solution with 2% concentration is about 10 mL min-1 to avoid ag-
gregates or bubbles.[20] The needle tip can also be placed over the
surface of the crosslinking solution and allow a lower flow rate to
be used. For example, when the needle tip was placed at a height
of 1.8 m over the surface of an ethanol solution when a gelatin
solution was ejected using a syringe pump, the flow rate of the
extruded solution could be set to 5 mL h-1.[15a]

3. Progress in the Fabrication of Microporous
Hydrogels from Non-spherical Microgels

3.1. The Development History of Microporous Hydrogels Made
from Non-spherical Microgels

The first application of microgels in tissue engineering and re-
generative medicine (TERM) was for studying cell/material in-
teractions by encapsulating cells within the microgels, which
avoided diffusion limitations of nutrients and wastes and fa-
cilitated analysis techniques of single or collective cells.[41] Up

Table 4. Key performance metrics of different techniques for producing non-spherical microgels.

Production Methods Control of the
microgel geometry

Production
rate

Specific
equipment

required

Use of
oils

Cell compatibility Geometry of the
microgels

Microfluidic
methods[16b,41]

High Average Yes Yes Average (>80% viability) Microrods

Lithographic
methods[33b,42]

High Average Yes Yes Average (>80% viability) Polygon
Microrods

Mechanical fragment
methods[18,25c]

Low Average No No Average (>80% viability) Microrods
Microparticulate

Wet spinning
methods[16c,20,24a]

High High No No Average (>80% viability) Microfibers
Microribbons
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until 2013, this application was limited to spherical microgels,
as there were no methods available to produce monodisperse,
anisometric soft microgels for studying cells inside an aniso-
metric architecture. When non-spherical microgels were devel-
oped, their first application was in loading cells for studying
cell/material interactions[43] In 2013, meter-long cell-laden hy-
drogel microfibers were first produced to artificially reconstruct
fiber-shaped cellular constructs by encapsulating ECM proteins
and differentiated cells or somatic stem cells. It was suggested
that the cellular constructs could be used as templates to recon-
struct fiber-shaped functional tissues that mimic muscle fibers,
blood vessels, or nerve networks.[43] In 2019, Guerzoni et al.
used a radical-free microfluidic system to produce monodisperse,
anisometric poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) microgels to study the
effects of the fibers on the behavior of cells inside an anisomet-
ric architecture. These microgels were found to potentially di-
rect cell growth and could be injected as rod-shaped minitissues,
which further assembled into organized macroscopic and micro-
porous structures post-injection. Their aspect-ratio could be ad-
justed with flow parameters, while mechanical and biochemical
properties were controlled by modifying the precursors. Encapsu-
lated primary fibroblasts were viable and showed spreading and
migration across the 3D microgel structure, demonstrating the
potential application of these microgels in TERM.[41]

Based on the above findings of applying non-spherical mi-
crogels in studies of cell/material interactions and artificial
construct development, as well as the emergence of microgel
assembly fabrication methods, the use of non-spherical mi-
crogels in fabricating microporous injectable hydrogels began
in 2013. A recent 2022 review has comprehensively discussed
microporous injectable hydrogels made of spherical or low-
aspect-ratio microgels using the microgel assembly method.[14b]

In comparison to those made from spherical microgels, mi-
croporous injectable hydrogels fabricated from non-spherical,
particularly high-aspect-ratio microgels, have increased pore
size, enhanced porosity, high mechanical stability, and improved
specific anisotropy.[7b,15a,16c,17,22d,24a,c,38b] In addition, unlike
hydrogels comprising spherical microgels, those made from
non-spherical microgels have the unique ability to guide cell
alignment and polarization and stimulate the formation of tissue
with a highly hierarchical structure.[24c] Since 2013, hydrogels
prepared from wet-spun microribbon-like microgels have been
used for various applications in tissue regeneration and attracted
increasing attention.[15a,16c,34,38,44] Some of the hydrogels with
anisotropic structures have shown advantages in prompting the
growth of certain tissues such as articular cartilage.[15a,16c] Since
the majority of human tissues have highly hierarchical struc-
tures, microporous hydrogel scaffolds made of non-spherical
microgels have higher application potential than those made of
spherical microgels. In the following sections, we concentrate
on discussing the fabrication techniques and TERM applications
of microporous hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels.

3.2. Microporous Hydrogels Comprising Non-spherical
Microgels Produced by Mechanical Fragment Method

Microporous hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels
have been fabricated by the mechanical fragment method. Kessel

et al. produced iota-carrageenan entangled microstrands by
pressing an iota-carrageenan bulk nanoporous hydrogel through
a grid.[25c] The microstrands were then used as bioinks to fab-
ricate large, complex, and microporous hydrogel constructs. As
shown in Figure 6I, a 3D-model (Figure 6I-A) and the print-
ing path (Figure 6I-B) were first created by the slicing software,
followed by printing of a macro-sized (28 × 14 × 7 mm) ear-
shaped structure with entangled microstrands (Figure 6I-C). The
printed constructs had clear and visible individual layers and de-
posited filaments, which clearly reproduced the designed print-
ing path (Figure 6I-C). These printed structures were reported to
have long-term fidelity and high mechanical stability as the whole
structure kept stable even after 15 layers. The study demonstrated
that the entangled microstrands exhibited all relevant rheolog-
ical properties necessary for extrusion 3D bioprinting, such as
shear thinning behavior and shear recovery, indicating the good
injectability of the microstrands. The resulting printed micro-
porous hydrogels had aligned microstrands in the direction of
printing, while the bulk hydrogels possessed randomly entangled
microstrands. Thus, anisotropic structures could be successfully
formed by orienting the alignment of microstrands through the
printing process.

Recently, our group used a mechanical fragment method to
produce irregular non-spherical microgels according to the pro-
cedures described in our previous study.[18] Briefly, MeHA and
boric acid-modified sodium alginate (BASA) were used to fabri-
cate nanoporous MeHA-BASA hydrogels, which were squeezed
through a steel mesh to form irregular microparticulate micro-
gels. Then, these MeHA-SABA microgels were mixed with bio-
glass (BG) water suspension, during which Ca2+ and OH- ions
were released from BG. The released OH- ions created an al-
kaline environment to induce the formation of dynamic B─O
bonds, while the Ca2+ ions induced the assembly of MeHA-SABA
microgels by SA in the microgels. Microporous hydrogels were
successfully fabricated through the formation of voids between
the microgels, with pore sizes that were significantly larger than
nanoporous hydrogels (Figure 6II). Additionally, these microp-
orous hydrogels had good self-healing properties due to the for-
mation of dynamic B─O bonds and could release bioactive BG
ions that provide chemical cues to modulate cell behavior. By
varying the content of BG in the material system, the gelation
behavior of the hydrogels can be adjusted to obtain injectable
MeHA-SABA microporous hydrogels. The study showed that
the microporous hydrogel could be injected into different molds
to fill various complex shapes. The irregular microparticulate
squeezed through the mesh resulted in polygonal pores within
the hydrogels.

3.3. Microporous Hydrogels Comprising Non-spherical
Microgels Produced by Wet Spinning

Wet spinning technology has been widely used to produce mi-
croribbons from different types of materials. In 2013, Han et al.
first used wet spinning to produce microribbon-like microgels
and used these to fabricate microporous hydrogels.[24a] Accord-
ing to the method described in Figure 4II, the gelatin microfiber
gels were ejected from a syringe needle fed by a syringe pump.
The properties of the microribbons could be adjusted by varying
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Figure 6. Microporous hydrogels made from non-spherical microgels fabricated by mechanical fragment methods. I) A macro-sized ear-shaped hydrogel
construct was printed with the microstrands obtained by squeezing nanoporous hydrogels through a grid with apertures. Reproduced under the terms
of the Creative Commons CC-BY license.[25c] Copyright 2020, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. II) The microporous hydrogels have larger
pores than the nanoporous hydrogels. Reproduced with permission.[18] Copyright 2021, Elsevier.

the wet spinning rate, drying temperature, drying agent, and level
of glutaraldehyde crosslinking while the hydrogel properties de-
pended on the morphology of microribbons and the microribbon
density. Wider microribbons were obtained when the flow rate
was increased. For example, when the solution was pumped at a
flow rate of 5 mL h-1, the average width of the microribbons was
40 μm with a range of 20–50 μm (Figure 7I-A–C). When the flow
rate was increased to 10 mL h-1, the average microribbon width
became 70 μm with a range of 60–90 μm (Figure 7I-D–F). After
exposure to UV light, the microribbons fused into a scaffold with
interconnected microporous channels from the voids formed be-
tween microribbons, providing a microporous scaffold structure
that offered ample space for nutrient diffusion, cell proliferation,
and matrix production. Since the microribbons were flat and had
high-aspect-ratio, they had the appearance of a “highway”, and
the scaffold resembled a “highway system.” The density of mi-
croribbons significantly affected the porosity of the microporous
hydrogels, as a higher density led to increased fusion between
neighboring microribbons. As shown in Figure 7I, the diame-
ter of interconnected scaffold pores was inversely related to the
density of microribbons. When the microporous scaffolds were
made of microribbons with the same width (40 μm or 70 μm),
increasing the density of microribbons from 2.5 to 10% (w/v)
led to a decrease in pore size from 250 to 50 μm. Thus, while
increasing microribbon density provides more internal surface
area to support cell proliferation, it also reduces the microporos-
ity of the scaffold. Additionally, the study noted volume shrink-
age of the scaffolds during photocrosslinking, where the shrink-
age degree was slightly dependent on microribbon density but
was not affected by other fabrication parameters such as feeding
rate, degree of aldehyde fixation, or drying temperature. Follow-
ing photocrosslinking, the scaffolds remained geometrically sta-
ble in PBS at 37 °C, and almost no swelling was observed. The mi-
croporous hydrogels comprising these flat and high-aspect-ratio
microribbons showed a very good anisotropic structure. How-
ever, hydrogel injectability was impaired as several post-ejection

treatments were required for obtaining microribbons with a cer-
tain width.

Recently, our group used wet spinning to produce SA/MeHA
microfiber gels and assembled these into microporous hydrogels
by further crosslinking the gels to each other using UV irradia-
tion in the presence of the photoinitiator LAP,[20] as illustrated in
Figure 4IV-A. The SA/MeHA microfibers could be injected into
different molds and formed microporous hydrogels replicating
the shape of the mold once exposed to UV light. Based on this
method, microporous hydrogels were obtained as shown in
Figure 7II. It can be seen from the optical images that large
microscale pores were present on the surface and interior of
the wet hydrogels (μ-fiber scaffold) (Figure 7II-a1,b1), indicated
by arrows). However, these pores could not be found in the
traditional nanoporous hydrogels (HG) (Figure 7IIa,b). When
the hydrogels were freeze-dried and observed with scanning
electronic microscopy (SEM), large spaces were apparent be-
tween thick and high-aspect-ratio microfibers in the hydrogel
cross-section (Figure 7II-c1), indicated by arrows). These spaces
were long and narrow gaps that existed between microfibers,
resulting in a clear anisotropic structure within the microporous
hydrogel. In addition, the degradation rate of the microporous
μ-fiber hydrogel was faster than the HG when immersed in
simulated body fluid (SBF). As shown in Figure 7III, after 21 d
of incubation in SBF, the original cylinder shape of microporous
μ-fiber hydrogel started to change and μ-fibers departed from
the scaffolds into SBF, while the HG maintained its shape. The
microporous μ-fiber hydrogels also showed significantly im-
proved stability under cyclic compression compared to HG due
to their great shock-absorbing capacity. As shown in Figure 7IV,
when the two types of hydrogel scaffolds were both subjected
to cyclic compression, the structure of HG was easily damaged,
and the scaffold failed to return to its original shape after the
first compression with 50% stain. Thus, no further compression
could be performed on the HG. Remarkably, the microporous
μ-fiber hydrogel maintained its structure well during cyclic
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Figure 7. Microporous hydrogels made from non-spherical microgels fabricated by wet spinning technology. I) Microporous hydrogels were fabricated by
assembling microribbon gels. Reproduced with permission.[24a] Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH GmbH. II) Microporous μ-fiber hydrogels (μ-fiber scaffold)
fabricated by assembling microfiber gels had obviously larger spaces between the microfibers than traditional nanoporous hydrogels (HG). III) The
μ-fiber hydrogel degraded faster than HG in SBF. IV) The μ-fiber hydrogel had excellent shock-absorbance capability to maintain its structural stability.
II–IV) Reproduced with permission.[20] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

compression and could successfully recover to its original shape
after removing the external force. The hydrogels maintained a
similar stress-strain curve even after ten compression cycles,
indicating excellent shock-absorbance capability (Figure 7IV).
Our study suggested that bioactive substances, such as small
extracellular vesicles and microspheres containing drugs, could
be incorporated into the SA/MeHA microfiber gels to improve
the bioactivity of the bulk composite hydrogel. Thus, the mi-
croporous μ-fiber hydrogels have wide application potential for
tissue regeneration with their microporous structure, improved
mechanical properties, and tunable bioactivity.

3.4. Microporous Hydrogels Comprising Non-spherical
Microgels Produced by Other Methods

Other methods for producing non-spherical microgels include
microcontact printing, microfluidics, and in-mold polymeriza-
tion techniques. For example, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)

microribbons made by microcontact printing have been used to
fabricate microporous hydrogels. These microribbons were post-
coated with fibrinogen to enhance their solubility and injectabil-
ity, followed by mixing with thrombin to inter-crosslink into 3D
scaffolds.[34] Two recent studies have produced rod-shaped mi-
crogels with microfluidics techniques and used these to fabri-
cate microporous scaffolds.[17,22d] The microgels were injectable
and could be further crosslinked to form larger injectable hydro-
gels with anisotropic microporous structures. In the first study,
microfluidic droplet generators were used to produce spherical
and rod-shaped microgels with photo-crosslinkable norbornene-
modified hyaluronic acid. These microgels were then formed into
shear-thinning and self-healing granular hydrogels.[17]

In the second study, rod-shaped microgels were produced by
plug-flow microfluidics and photoinitiated free-radical polymer-
ization of eight-arm star-PEG-acrylate (sPEG-AC).[22d] After the
formation of the microgels, they were functionalized with either
reactive epoxy groups or primary amines during polymerization
on-chip by the respective addition of glycidyl methacrylate

Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2023, 2301597 2301597 (13 of 23) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Healthcare Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 8. Microporous hydrogels made from non-spherical microgels fabricated by microfluidics and in-mold polymerization. I) Microporous hydrogels
were fabricated by interlink rod-shape microgels produced by microfluidics. Scale bar represents 500 μm. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative
Commons CC-BY license.[22d] Copyright 2022, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. II) Rod-shape microgels produced with in-mold polymeriza-
tion were assembled into microporous hydrogels, and the storage modulus of the hydrogels can be adjusted by changing the AEMA content. Reproduced
under the terms of the Creative Commons CC-BY license.[7b] Copyright 2022, The Authors, published by Wiley-VCH GmbH.

(GMA) or 2-aminoethyl methacrylate (AMA) comonomers. As
the microgels had complementary reactive groups, an amine-
epoxy addition reaction was then performed by mixing under
aqueous conditions without requiring any other reagents to in-
terlink the microgels into 3D microporous scaffolds. Figure 8I-A
shows the interlinked microgel rod-based scaffold made from
epoxy-functionalized microgel rods (7.90 mg mL−1 GMA, 10 wt%
sPEG-AC, red methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine-B)
mixed with the same number of amine-functionalized microgel
rods (12.15 mg mL−1 AMA, 10 wt% sPEG-AC, cyan FITC). The
interlinked scaffold had a porous structure, observed with confo-
cal microscopy at different Z-values (indicated in the insertion)
as shown in Figure 8I-B. The pore sizes of these microporous
hydrogels built with rod-shaped microgels were about 4.5-fold
larger compared to similar scaffolds made from spherical mi-
crogels. In addition, the microporous hydrogels had a highly
interconnected pore network with anisotropic tubular-like pore
shapes, which could guide the anisotropic behavior of cells in tis-
sue regeneration. Rapid crosslinking also fixated the rod-shaped
microgels in their jammed state, not giving them time to form
densely packed stacks. Hence, the microporous hydrogels in this
study had larger pore sizes compared to hydrogels made from
microgels that are not covalently interlinked, and thus might
result in a more nematic ordered scaffold.[22d]

A limitation in microfluidic techniques is related to down-
scaling the reliable microgel size since the microgel diameter
is dependent on the channel size. Moreover, it is difficult to
guarantee consistency in the properties of microgels due to high
batch-to-batch variation in flow rates, temperature, and other en-
vironmental conditions during fabrication.[7b] Therefore, Suturin
et al. used an established in-mold polymerization method to pro-
duce anisometric microgel building blocks, named particle repli-
cation in nonwetting templates (PRINT).[7b] This study fabricated
anisometric, monodisperse microgels by copolymerizing PEG

diacrylate (PEG-DA, 700 g mol-1) and 2-aminoethyl methacrylate
(AEMA) using PRINT. Three types of microgels with different
aspect-ratios (10×10×50 μm3 (aspect-ratio 5), 10×10×100 μm3

(aspect-ratio 10), and 10×10×200 μm3 (aspect-ratio 20)) were
used to fabricate microporous hydrogels. As shown in Figure 8II,
microporous scaffolds with large size can be easily obtained. For
example, 400 000 microgels (1 microgel: 10×10×100 μm3, total
microgel volume: 3.78 mm3) can be annealed into a large scaf-
fold with a volume of ≈400 mm3 (Figure 8II-A). Figure 8II-B,C)
shows the microscopic images of the scaffolds, demonstrating
their microporous structure. The scaffolds were shown to with-
stand strong mechanical stress without fracturing, and their
storage modulus was tunable by adjusting the AEMA content
Figure 8II-D. The advantages and disadvantages of microporous
hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels produced using
different methods are summarized in Table 5. It should be noted
that several factors can impact the final pore structure of the as-
sembled microporous hydrogels, including microgel properties
such as geometry, size or aspect-ratio, stiffness, crosslinking con-
dition, and the density of microgels in the hydrogel. Table 5 only
summarizes some general features of the different microporous
hydrogels, as it is difficult to quantitatively compare their prop-
erties since they comprise non-spherical microgels containing
different materials and made using different methods.

4. Applications of Microporous Hydrogels Made of
Non-spherical Microgels in Tissue Regeneration

Hydrogels made from spherical microgels cannot provide im-
portant guidance cues for aligning cells or regenerating tissues
with anisotropic structure, due to their homogeneous structure
and close-packed lattice that limits interaction between individual
spheres. With the development of microporous hydrogels assem-
bled with non-spherical microgels, especially high-aspect-ratio
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Table 5. Key features of microporous hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels produced using different methods.

Microgel production Methods Microgel
geometry

Microgel
aspect-ratio

Hydrogel pore shape Hydrogel
mechanical

stability

Hydrogel
mechanical

flexibility

Microfluidic methods[16b,41] Microrods Low (1-5) Short and narrow gaps High Moderate

Lithographic methods[33b,42] Polygon Low (1-5) Irregular voids Moderate Moderate

Mechanical fragment methods[18] Microparticulate Low (1-5) Irregular voids Moderate Moderate

Mechanical fragment methods[25c] Microstrands High (>5) Long and narrow gap High High

Wet spinning methods[16c,20,24a] Microfibers
Microribbons

High (>5) Long and narrow gap High High

In-mold polymerization[7b] Microrods High (>5) Long and narrow gap High High

microgels such as microribbons, microstrands, microfibers, and
microrods, their applications in anisotropic tissue regeneration
have been increasingly explored.[16a,c,20,24a,c,25c,38] A limited num-
ber of studies are currently available in this area, most of which
focused on cartilage regeneration.[15a,16a,c,20,24a,25c,38a] Studies re-
porting other types of tissue regeneration are rare, including only
one on muscle[24c] and another on bone.[38b] In this section, we
discuss the current applications of microporous hydrogels made
of non-spherical microgels in tissue regeneration including car-
tilage, muscle, and bone regeneration.

4.1. Application of Microporous Hydrogels Made of
Non-spherical Microgels in Articular Cartilage Regeneration

4.1.1. Challenges of Existing Articular Cartilage Repair Techniques

Articular cartilage injuries are highly prevalent in all age groups
and pose a significant clinical challenge, since long-term repair
remains difficult, and injuries often lead to the progression of
osteoarthritis or become a cause of chronic disability in a young
and otherwise healthy population. Articular cartilage lacks in-
trinsic tissue healing capacity due to the limited number and
mobility of chondrocytes, and lack of access to vascular, neu-
ral, and lymphatic networks as well as a source of progenitor
cells that could otherwise help with regeneration.[45] Moreover,
repair strategies targeted only at the cartilage layer are often
inefficient, since long-term repair and maintenance of articu-
lar cartilage relies on integration and support from the under-
lying intact subchondral bone. Common clinical interventions
for cartilage injuries include chondroplasty, microfracture, mo-
saicplasty, and more modern cartilage regeneration approaches
such as autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) and matrix-
associated ACI (MACI).[46] However, current clinical treatments
face critical challenges and in many cases are unable to sus-
tain long-term repair, due to secondary operations, donor site
morbidity, cell loss, formation of mechanically inferior fibrocarti-
lage, long post-operative recovery time, and restriction to a small
fraction of the patient population with near-ideal surgical condi-
tions, suggesting the high demand for new strategies in inducing
cartilage regeneration.[47] Articular cartilage tissue engineering
has attracted increasing attention in the last decades and various
types of scaffolds have been developed, which have been reviewed
in recent literature.[46,48] Injectable hydrogels have been widely

used as matrices for cartilage tissue regeneration given their in-
jectability and ability to fill defects with irregular shapes.[20] How-
ever, traditional nanoporous hydrogels usually restrain the en-
capsulated cells or impede the infiltration of endogenous cells
from subchondral bone into the damaged cartilage layer, which
could delay new ECM deposition and the progress of tissue re-
pair. Thus, the development of microporous hydrogels is in press-
ing demand for accelerating cartilage regeneration.

4.1.2. Microporous Hydrogels for Cartilage Regeneration

Recently, hydrogels assembled with microribbons produced by
wet spinning have demonstrated the advantages of anisotropic
gels in cartilage tissue engineering.[15a,16a,c,20,24a] Yang’s group
was the first to demonstrate the potential of using gelatin-based
microporous hydrogels assembled with microribbon gels for car-
tilage regeneration, after they established the methods to produce
microribbon gels using wet spinning and fabricate microporous
hydrogels with the microribbons.[15a,24a,38a] For example, in 2018,
Conrad et al. from this research group demonstrated that their
gelatin-based microribbon (μRB) hydrogels could be used as
novel 3D matrices for accelerating chondrogenesis and new
cartilage formation with improved mechanical properties.[15a]

The μRB hydrogels were inherently microporous and exhibited
cartilage-mimicking shock-absorbing mechanical properties. Af-
ter MSCs were cultured in μRB hydrogels for 21 d, the cell-seeded
hydrogel constructs exhibited a 20-fold increase in compressive
modulus to 225 kPa, approaching the level of native cartilage.
In contrast, the MSCs-seeded traditional nanoporous hydrogels
only showed a modest increase in compressive modulus to
65 kPa. This significant difference was caused by a substantial
increase in the total amount of neocartilage produced by MSCs
in the μRB hydrogels, due to their improved interconnectivity
and mechanical strength compared to nanoporous hydrogels.

In 2020, the same group improved the hydrogel design by in-
corporating degradable nanoporous chondroitin sulfate hydro-
gel into the gelatin-based μRB hydrogel to develop a compos-
ite microporous hydrogel.[16c] In addition, the group loaded the
composite hydrogel with cocultures of adipose-derived stem cells
and neonatal chondrocytes. The study showed that the compres-
sive modulus of the neocartilage produced by the cocultured cells
within the composite hydrogel reached ≈330 kPa, and the qual-
ity of the cartilage was better than that produced by neonatal
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Figure 9. Cartilage formation in microporous hydrogels fabricated with microribbons. I) The μRB scaffold enhanced GAG and collagen deposition in a
zonal manner mimicking articular cartilage structure, in contrast to the tri-layer HG scaffold that showed very little ECM deposition. Scale bars: 1 mm.
II) The μRB scaffolds promoted Collagen II production throughout all zones (A) and superficial zone protein was produced only in superficial zone of
the μRB+ aligned scaffold at Day 21 (B). Scale bars: 100 μm. Reproduced with permission.[16a] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

chondrocytes alone. In the same year, Gegg et al. from the same
group fabricated trilayer μRB hydrogels, with or without an ad-
ditional layer of aligned microribbons to further support robust
cartilaginous ECM deposition.[16a] These trilayer μRB hydrogels
seeded with MSCs were found to induce neocartilage formation
with increased compressive modulus of up to 456 kPa, as well
as a biomimetic zonal arrangement in the regenerated cartilage
with more than fourfold increase in GAG production from the
superficial to deep zones. Additionally, the additional layer of
aligned gelatin μRBs in the superficial zone further enhanced
biomimicry of the neocartilage, leading to robust collagen depo-
sition and protein production in the superficial zone (Figure 9).

As an alternative strategy for producing microporous hydro-
gels with anisotropic structure for cartilage regeneration, Kessel
et al. obtained microstrand gels by squeezing bulk nanoporous
hydrogels through a grid and used 3D bioprinting to make micro-
porous hydrogels from these microstrands.[25c] By loading cells
within the bulk nanoporous hydrogels before squeezing through
the grid, the cells could become encapsulated within single mi-
crostrands, and their viability was not affected by the squeez-
ing process. To produce constructs for cartilage regeneration, the

study mixed chondrocytes alongside the as-obtained entangled
microstrands and used the mixture as bioinks for 3D bioprint-
ing, and the microstrands could become automatically aligned
during extrusion, as illustrated in Figure 10I-A. The cell viability
remained above 90% after printing and did not change signifi-
cantly during in vitro culture for 42 d in the bioprinted hydro-
gels, while the appearance of the hydrogel constructs changed
from being translucent at day 0 to white and cartilage-like at day
42, suggesting abundant ECM deposition (Figure 10I-B). In ad-
dition, the modulus of the construct significantly increased from
2.7 kPa at day 0 to 212 ± 83.7 kPa at day 21 and finally reached
780.2 ± 218.4 kPa at day 42 (Figure 10I-C). Histological staining
indicated that cartilaginous matrix deposited within the hydro-
gel after 21 and 42 d of culture, and cells were able to migrate
into the space previously occupied by the hydrogel microstrands
((Figure 10I-D). This study was the first to explore the application
of entangled microstrand gels as a bioink for 3D bioprinting, as
well as to combine these microgels using 3D bioprinting to pro-
duce microporous hydrogels.

The above studies demonstrated the significant advantages
of using microporous hydrogels comprising non-spherical
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Figure 10. Cartilage formation in microporous hydrogel comprising microstrand gels. I) Bioprinted hydrogel construct with microstrands formed
cartilage-like tissue after 42 d of in vitro culture. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY license.[25c] Copyright 2020, The Authors,
published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. II) Microporous hydrogels fabricated by assembling microfiber gels could stimulate the infiltration of host cells and tis-
sue into the hydrogel after subcutaneous implantation. (III,IV) Microporous hydrogels fabricated by assembling microfiber gels could enhance cartilage
regeneration and implant integration with host tissue after being injected into articular cartilage defects of rats. II–IV) Reproduced with permission.[20]

Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

microgels for in vitro cartilage regeneration. Recently, our group
developed a microporous hydrogel from SA/MeHA composite
microfiber gels produced by wet spinning, which were sub-
sequently crosslinked to form bulk SA/MeHA hydrogels for
cartilage regeneration.[20] As this method facilitates the incorpo-
ration of bioactive substances, stem cell-derived exosomes were
incorporated into the hydrogel to regulate host inflammation
and recruit bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs).
In addition, PLGA microspheres containing kartogenin (KGN)
(PLGAKGN) were encapsulated within the hydrogel to induce
chondrogenic differentiation of recruited BMMSCs. This design
resulted in a bioactive and microporous SA/HAexo-PLGAKGN
hydrogel. When tested in vitro, the hydrogel showed sequential
release of loaded bioactive substances which collectively induced
macrophages to polarize into the anti-inflammatory M2 phe-
notype, stimulated the migration and infiltration of BMMSCs,
and promoted chondrogenic differentiation of the infiltrated
BMMSCs toward a chondrocyte phenotype.[20] In addition,
subcutaneous implantation in mice indicated that the micro-

porous structure of the hydrogels facilitated the infiltration of
host cells and tissue into the hydrogel structure (Figure 10II).
The ability of these hydrogels to induce orthotopic cartilage
repair was then tested in vivo by injecting SA/HAexo-PLGAKGN
microporous hydrogels in rat articular cartilage defects, com-
pared to other groups of microporous hydrogels that only
carried one type of bioactive material (exosomes or KGN)
or no bioactive materials. As shown in (Figure 10III), the
SA/HAexo-PLGAKGN group showed the best cartilage regener-
ation at all three-time points. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining suggested that the SA/HAexo-PLGAKGN microporous
hydrogels could enhance integration between the implanted
hydrogels and host tissue, as well as increase the number of
chondrocytes in the newly formed cartilage tissue, leading to
enhanced cartilage regeneration (Figure 10IV). In addition, the
SA/HAexo-PLGAKGN hydrogel was found to modulate the in vivo
inflammation microenvironment within the cartilage defects and
stimulate the deposition of collagen II to assist cartilage forma-
tion.
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4.2. Application of Microporous Hydrogels Made of
Non-spherical Microgels in Smooth Muscle Regeneration

4.2.1. Challenges of Existing Smooth Muscle Repair Techniques

Smooth muscle is found throughout the body, constituting much
of the musculature of internal organs and the digestive system.[49]

It is composed of thin, elongated smooth muscle cells that
lie parallel to one another in one direction for its contractile
function.[24c] To treat diseases caused by smooth muscle loss,
cell-based therapy and tissue engineering have been used to
promote smooth muscle regeneration. However, cell-based ther-
apy alone is not able to guide cell alignment and fails to in-
duce the formation of biomimetic-aligned muscle structures,
which is critical for the contractile function of smooth mus-
cle. Tissue engineering strategies can use aligned substrates to
guide cell alignment, such as electrospun nanofiber membranes
with aligned nanofibers which have been commonly applied in
smooth muscle regeneration.[49,50] However, the electrospinning
process usually involves solvents and chemicals, thus requiring
cells to be post-seeded since cells cannot be encapsulated within
the substrate during membrane fabrication. Moreover, electro-
spun nanofiber membranes usually have limited porosity and
small pores, which significantly hinder cell penetration into the
membrane and reduce the uniformity of cell distribution. The
thickness of electrospun membranes is also limited, making it
difficult to regenerate 3D tissues from a sheet-like structure.[51]

Thus, existing strategies for smooth muscle repair face numer-
ous challenges, driving the demand for an ideal scaffold that has
the following capabilities: guide cell alignment and stimulate 3D
tissue formation, directly encapsulate cells during scaffold fabri-
cation, be easily made on a scale suitable for tissue regeneration
(cm scale), have macroporosity to facilitate diffusion of nutrients
and metabolic waste, permit infiltration and distribution of cells,
and maintain cell viability and proliferation.[24c,49]

4.2.2. Microporous Hydrogels for Smooth Muscle Regeneration

Hydrogels have favorable characteristics for smooth muscle re-
generation, being highly biocompatible and offering the ability
to directly encapsulate cells as well as being easily fabricated on
the tissue scale. However, they have been seldom considered for
this purpose as traditional homogeneous nanoporous hydrogels
cannot provide guidance for cell alignment and restrict cell pen-
etration and migration. Recently, the emergence of granular mi-
croporous hydrogels, particularly those made of high-aspect-ratio
microgels has provided a new option that can satisfy all desirable
characteristics of a scaffold for smooth muscle repair, including
microporosity and the ability to allow direct cell encapsulation,
guidance to cell alignment and tissue formation in 3D, and easy
fabrication on the tissue scale.

In the only study so far applying microporous hydrogels made
from high-aspect-ratio microgels to smooth muscle regeneration,
Lee et al. used gelatin-based microribbon (μRB) hydrogels with
aligned microribbons to culture smooth muscle cells.[24c] The hy-
drogel scaffold was found to facilitate cell proliferation, new ma-
trix deposition, and nutrient diffusion. With aligned microrib-
bons within the hydrogel, the hydrogel scaffolds could guide

the alignment of smooth muscle cells and enhance cell adhe-
sion and viability. Moreover, they supported the retention of
smooth muscle contractile phenotype after cells were cultured
for 7 (Figure 11I-A) and 21 d (Figure 11I-B), as well as acceler-
ated the deposition of smooth muscle ECM proteins collagen I
(red, Figure 11I-C) and collagen IV (green Figure 11I-D). The
newly deposited collagen was seen to be guided by the aligned
microribbons in the hydrogel and presented with the same align-
ment direction in 3D, mimicking native ECM organization in
smooth muscle tissue. In contrast, the newly synthesized col-
lagen within traditional nanoporous hydrogels only deposited
around cells without any specific alignment, as cell activity was
impeded by homogeneous nanoporosity in the hydrogel struc-
ture (Figure 11I-C,D).

4.3. Application of Microporous Hydrogels Made of
Non-spherical Microgels in Other Types of Tissue Regeneration

A limited number of studies have applied microporous hydrogels
comprising microribbons to bone regeneration. Barati et al. fab-
ricated PLGA into microribbon-shaped building blocks using mi-
crocontact printing.[34] These microribbon building blocks were
then coated with fibrinogen to enhance solubility and injectability
in aqueous solution. After mixing with thrombin, the fibrinogen-
coated PLGA microribbons were inter-crosslinked into 3D hydro-
gel scaffolds. These hydrogels were used for culturing MSCs and
supported homogeneous cell encapsulation, robust cell spread-
ing, and proliferation over 3 d. When the cells were cultured
within the hydrogels in an osteogenic medium for 28 d, they
showed a significant increase in the levels of early and late mark-
ers of bone formation, including alkaline phosphatase expres-
sion, collagen deposition, and mineralization (Figure 11II). In
addition, the study found that the compressive modulus of MSC-
seeded hydrogel scaffolds significantly increased at the same
time as bone ECM deposition. The findings indicated that the
PLGA μRB-based hydrogel scaffolds stimulated the differentia-
tion of MSCs toward osteogenesis.

Conrad et al. also fabricated gelatin-based μRB hydrogel scaf-
folds with a broad range of stiffness values by varying the degree
of hydrogel crosslinking. When MSCs were cultured in these
hydrogels, all groups did not affect MSC osteogenesis although
they all supported cell spreading, upregulation of osteogenic and
mechanosensing markers, and extensive collagen deposition.[38b]

However, the MSC-containing soft μRB group could not maintain
structural integrity and contracted into a small dense cell pellet
after 31 d of in vitro culture as they were not able to resist the
contractile forces of encapsulated MSCs.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives

Microporous hydrogels have recently attracted increasing re-
search interest due to their improved properties compared to
traditional nanoporous hydrogels. The current evidence shows
that microporous hydrogels used as cell delivery systems or cell-
loaded scaffolds for in vitro tissue engineering can improve the
viability and proliferation of encapsulated cells. This is due to
their ability to enhance the diffusion of oxygen, nutrients, and
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Figure 11. The applications of microporous hydrogels in smooth muscle and bone regeneration. I) Immunostaining of myosin heavy chain (MHC)
in both aligned μRB scaffolds (top row) and traditional hydrogels. Scale bar: 100 μm. Reproduced with permission.[24c] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH
GmbH. II) PLGA μRB scaffolds support robust bone formation by MSCs in 3D when cultured in osteogenic differentiation medium. Reproduced with
permission.[34] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH GmbH.

waste products through their large pore sizes, which also release
the encapsulated cells from the restraint of nanopores present in
traditional hydrogels. When used as biomaterial scaffolds for in
vivo tissue engineering, microporous hydrogels can enhance the
migration and infiltration of endogenous cells and tissues into
the hydrogel structure. In addition to these structural advantages,
microporous hydrogels allow easy incorporation of bioactive sub-
stances to further accelerate tissue regeneration by providing bi-
ological or chemical signals. Among different microgel shapes
used to build microporous hydrogels, the non-spherical mi-
crogels particularly high-aspect-ratio microgels display distinct
advantages over spherical microgels in enhancing mechanical
stability and shape fidelity of the resulting bulk hydrogels, im-
proving hydrogel macroporosity, and providing guidance to cell
alignment especially for the regeneration of anisotropic tissues.

Diverse techniques are available for producing non-spherical
microgels, with microgel assembly being one of the popular
methods. The choice of microgel fabrication technique depends
on the properties of raw materials, availability of equipment,
crosslinking methods, and the scale-up potential of the tech-
nique. Among existing techniques, wet spinning demonstrates
significant promise due to the ability to control the size of the
resulting microfiber or microstrand gels, as well as low require-
ments for fabrication conditions involving a simple process and
low-cost equipment, and high scale-up potential. In addition, fab-
rication by wet spinning is friendly to the incorporation of bioac-
tive molecules and cells within the hydrogel as it does not involve
high voltage, chemicals, oils, or organic solvents. This method
can also be used to produce composite microgels or microporous
hydrogels with more than one component, demonstrating its ap-
plication potential in the regeneration of complex or hierarchical
tissues. One of the challenges faced by existing microgels fabri-
cated using any method is their limited injectability, since they
are either formed under a specific crosslinking environment that
does not mimic the wound site or need to be post-treated for
further crosslinking. Thus, it is crucial to develop materials and
methods for producing microgels that can be further crosslinked
in a physiological environment to obtain a reliable method of fab-
ricating injectable microporous hydrogels.

Regarding the physicochemical properties of the microporous
hydrogels, current investigations are usually limited to reporting
their injectability, porous structure, compression strength, and
mechanical stability. To better understand the effects of micro-
gels on the properties of the resulting microporous hydrogels,
future studies should characterize the elasticity, resistivity, and
relaxation properties of different microgels. Additionally, it would
be useful to investigate hydrogel anisotropy in relation to perfus-
ability, flow resistivity, diffusion, and mechanical properties, to
better elucidate the mechanisms by which the anisotropic micro-
porous structure of hydrogels affects medium transportation, cell
behavior, and cell/tissue infiltration. The effects of porous struc-
ture of tissue engineering scaffolds on cell behavior are well es-
tablished in the literature. However, the specific effects of hydro-
gel structure in the wet and dry states on cell behavior remain
to be systematically clarified. Studies investigating the biological
effects of hydrogels routinely freeze dry the hydrogel for perform-
ing cell experiments. However, the freeze-drying process changes
the pore geometry of hydrogels since nanoscale pores are usually
found in as-obtained wet hydrogels while freeze dried hydrogels
have microscale pores. Previously, no methods were available to
fabricate wet hydrogels with different sizes of microscale pores,
making it difficult to understand the effects of the porous struc-
ture of wet hydrogels on cell behavior and the mechanisms by
which wet hydrogels stimulate tissue regeneration. Through the
recent emergence of microporous hydrogel fabrication methods,
particularly incorporating different shapes of microgels and pore
structure, new options are now available to study the effects of
microscale hydrogel pores on cell behavior and to guide rational
hydrogel design. However, limited studies are available on this
topic and more in-depth investigations are warranted. Moreover,
within hydrogels comprising high-aspect-ratio microgels such as
microribbons and microfibers, the gaps between microgels are
usually tortuous in shape. Although these gaps are sufficiently
wide to enable the movement of cells, cell migration may nev-
ertheless be affected by the tortuosity of the porous structures.
Further investigation of this relationship would lead to better un-
derstanding of the mechanisms by which microporous hydrogels
stimulate anisotropic tissue regeneration.
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The degradation behavior of microporous hydrogels is critical
for their applications in tissue regeneration. Microporous hydro-
gels, especially those made from microgel assembly, are expected
to have different degradation behavior compared to nanoporous
hydrogels of the same composition since degradation is likely
to begin from the disassembly of microgels. However, most of
the existing studies on microporous hydrogels have overlooked
the evaluation of biodegradation. Another critical problem is that
the majority of current microporous hydrogels have relatively
simple spatial and temporal structure. However, tissue regen-
eration processes typically consist of multiple distinct but con-
tinuous stages, including hemostasis, inflammation, prolifera-
tion, and maturation, which are physiologically coordinated to
occur in a spatially and temporally controlled manner to ensure
optimal tissue regeneration.[44] Unfortunately, current microp-
orous hydrogel designs lack sophisticated strategies for progress-
ing through multiple wound-healing stages in a physiologically
relevant manner. To closely recapitulate native tissue healing, it
is important to endow microporous hydrogels with the capabil-
ity for sequential delivery of bioactive molecules targeting each
wound healing stage, possibly by creating gradient structures af-
ter in situ crosslinking of the constituent microgels. For instance,
cells and/or growth factors can be localized in different areas of
the hydrogel and delivered at certain stages of wound healing to
sequentially modulate inflammation, stimulate the proliferation
of cells, and adjust tissue remodeling. Assembling microgels in-
corporating different preproteins or made from different mate-
rials can also give rise to gradient microporous hydrogels with
advanced properties.

As shown in this review, microporous hydrogels made of non-
spherical microgels show significant promise in regenerating
anisotropic tissues and have distinct advantages over hydrogels
made of spherical microgels or traditional nanoporous hydrogels.
However, their usefulness and practicality in physiologically rel-
evant tissue regeneration need to be further verified in animal
models. Most current studies reported the fabrication process of
hydrogels and demonstrated their in vitro application in regen-
erating various types of anisotropic tissues. For example, studies
on regenerating articular cartilage using microporous hydrogels
with high-aspect-ratio microgels mostly only evaluated the ability
of hydrogels to induce tissue formation in vitro. However, there
are huge differences between the in vitro and in vivo microenvi-
ronment, in particular the dynamic forces experienced during in
vivo tissue regeneration are not recapitulated by in vitro models,
which is especially important considering the types of tissue re-
generation that have been currently attempted in this topic area
(cartilage, smooth muscle, and bone). To practically evaluate the
effectiveness of using microporous hydrogels for tissue regener-
ation with a view to enabling future clinical translation, it is nec-
essary to use larger and/or more physiologically relevant animal
models, and to study long-term healing responses. In addition, al-
though current studies suggest that the microporous hydrogels
can absorb shock during compression testing, most of the hy-
drogels can only just meet the mechanical requirements for re-
generating soft tissue, such as skin and cartilage. New strategies
need to be developed for fabricating microporous hydrogels with
suitable mechanical properties for supporting other types of tis-
sue regeneration, especially hard tissues, possibly partly through
the discovery of new biomaterials instead of the popularly cho-

sen naturally derived materials in current studies such as HA,
SA, and gelatin.

Among the limited number of studies that performed testing
in small animals to show the advantages of microporous hydro-
gels, the majority only assessed the structural and biochemical
characteristics of the tissue rather than their functional proper-
ties. For instance, studies evaluating articular cartilage regenera-
tion using microporous hydrogels usually only assess the histo-
logical structure and biochemical markers of the newly formed
tissue rather than comparing its mechanical and wear properties
with native cartilage. In addition, in vivo studies in large animals
are mostly missing, which is a critical step to enable the transla-
tion of the hydrogels into clinical applications. For microporous
hydrogels comprising non-spherical microgels, all of their cur-
rent applications have been in the regeneration of musculoskele-
tal tissues, which have demonstrated advantages in directing cell
alignment and differentiation, and in having stable mechanical
properties. However, their potential application in the regenera-
tion of other types of anisotropic tissues, particularly soft tissues
such as neural tissue, skin, and most internal organs remains to
be explored.

This paper has focused on the fabrication and tissue regen-
eration applications of microporous hydrogels, particularly those
composed of nonspherical high-aspect-ratio microgels. However,
these microporous hydrogels also have great potential in drug de-
livery, possibly offering the capability of adjusting drug release
behavior with their tunable structure and degradation behavior.
In addition, the development and applications of high-aspect-
ratio microgels as bioinks for 3D bioprinting to create advanced
in vitro cell culture platforms, organ-on-a-chip systems, or hier-
archical bioprinted tissue organoids pose exciting areas of future
development.
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